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This study aimed to identify the sources of measurement error that contribute to the
intraindividual variability of written expression curriculum-based measurement (CBM-W)
and assess how many German writing samples of 3 or 5 min duration are necessary to
make sufficiently reliable relative and absolute decisions. Students in grade 3 (N = 128)
and grade 6 (N = 118) wrote five CBM-W probes of 5 min each within 1 week, which
were scored for commonly used metrics (i.e., words written, correct writing sequences).
Analyses within the generalizability theory framework showed that between-student
differences accounted for 36–60% of the variance. The student × writing prompt
interaction was the largest source of variability, particularly among younger students
(44%), while writing prompt per se and writing time explained no variance. Two to four
writing samples of 3 min are sufficient for most scoring methods to achieve relative
reliability >0.80. CBM-W in German proved inadequate for the grade levels studied for
absolute decisions. These findings imply that CBM-W in this form in German-speaking
primary grades is suitable as a universal screening tool but not as a tool for progress
monitoring of individual students.

Keywords: curriculum-based measurement (CBM), writing, generalizability theory, reliability, variability

INTRODUCTION

Although writing is a crucial competence for students’ academic and professional success (Traga
Philippakos and FitzPatrick, 2018, p. 165), The National Commission on Writing in America’s
Schools and Colleges (2003) designated it a neglected basic skill. This wake-up call was a response
to the National Assessments of Educational Progress, which captured many students who did
not reach a proficient writing level. In 2011, for example, 74% of eighth-graders scored at the
“basic” or “below basic” levels, and only 3% could be described as advanced writers compared to
their grade level requirements (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). So, in addition to
students with a learning disability, there are a significant number of low achieving writers who
lack writing proficiency (Graham and Perin, 2007). Until now, writing at the text level has hardly
been included in national assessments in German speaking countries, with the exception of the
DESI study (DESI-Konsortium, 2006). It showed that at grade 9, about 29% of the students are
not able to formulate a letter adequately for the addressee and that the linguistic quality of these
students’ writing is also extremely low. Thus, although the educational system, curriculum, teaching
methods, and orthography to be learned differ between German-speaking and English-speaking
countries, it can be surmised that, as in English-speaking countries, weak writing skills are present
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but probably underdiagnosed in German-speaking countries.
The problem is exacerbated by the lack of standardized
writing assessments in German, so that writing is usually only
systematically evaluated at the spelling level and cannot be
reliably assessed at the text level. Struggling writers produce
texts that are generally shorter, less interesting, and poorly
organized at the sentence and paragraph level (Hooper et al.,
2002). The children’s texts are marred by inordinate numbers
of mechanical, spelling, and grammatical errors (Dockrell et al.,
2015). Therefore, the difficulties of these children go far beyond
pure spelling problems since the spelling is only a small part of
the skills required to produce linguistically correct and content-
appropriate texts of good quality. A competency that is an
indicator of writing quality at the text level is writing fluency (Kim
et al., 2017; Poch et al., 2021). At the same time, writing fluency
proves to be sensitive to change since both speed/productivity
and accuracy increase with a growing writing routine. Skills that
serve as indicators of general performance in an academic area
are useful as vital signs for screening students at risk and for
progress monitoring (Fuchs, 2004, 2017). For this purpose, short,
reliable, and valid learning samples are used in curriculum-based
measurements (CBM), which capture critical skills simply and
economically (Deno, 1985).

CBM Writing (CBM-W), as an indicator of writing
proficiency, uses short writing samples for this aim. The
students are given writing prompts, such as pictures or
introductory sentences and asked to write for 3 or 5 min.
Various scoring methods are available, such as the number of
words written (TWW), the number of words spelled correctly
(WSC), the number of correct writing sequences (CWS), or the
number of correct minus incorrect writing sequences (CIWS).
Thus, the collected measures do not focus on content-related
text quality (e.g., ideation or genre specificity) but either on
writing quantity (TWW), spelling (WSC), or linguistic units
whose correct realization requires the integration of individual
sub-competencies (writing motor skills, retrieval of linguistic
knowledge, semantics and spelling) (CWS and CIWS).

Since the beginning of CBM research, great importance
has been attached to ensuring that the methods used reflect
the learners’ performance in reliable ways – despite their easy
handling and the short time for implementation and scoring
(Fuchs et al., 1983). Reliable information is key because it builds
the foundation for the teachers’ important (high stakes and low
stakes) data-based decisions (McMaster and Espin, 2007). Parallel
forms are needed in their functions as repeated screenings and
progress monitoring. These require high parallel test reliability
(rank-ordering of students) and stability (consistent within-
student performance over time) (Campbell et al., 2013). This
central claim contrasts with an observation we made in a previous
research project on CBM-W (Winkes and Schaller, 2022). In
this study, students in grades 3–6 wrote ten writing samples
within a short period of 2 weeks. Parallel test reliability was
satisfactory overall, but a closer look at the children’s test data
revealed considerable intraindividual variability between student
test scores. We found this observation remarkable because the
CBM samples were collected within a quite short period. In
general, meaningful variation in performance within individuals

is not fundamentally new for CBM (Christ et al., 2016). It invites a
closer look at the issue of “variability” – here specific to CBM-W.
Accordingly, the present study aims to understand the sources
of this variability in more detail and examine the influence of
story starter, rater/class, and length of writing sample on the
generalizability of CBM-W in German.

Potential Sources of Variability in Written
Expression Curriculum-Based
Measurement
Taking the object of learning as a starting point, increased
intraindividual variability in writing, compared to other
performance areas such as reading, spelling, or mathematics,
is not necessarily surprising. On the one hand, variability
can be understood as an expression of the complexity of the
writing process itself. Text writing is a problem-solving process
that requires the integration of different hierarchy-low and
hierarchy-high processing skills and thus does not succeed with
equal fluency and quality at all times (Alamargot and Chanquoy,
2001; Kent and Wanzek, 2016). On the other hand, writing a text
is a creative language-productive task, which leads to a special
starting point. In other areas of CBM, the number of given
items (e.g., arithmetic problems, words to be read) that can be
correctly solved in a defined time is usually recorded. In writing,
on the other hand, the items to be assessed are produced by
the child himself.

Two children with the same writing skills will arrive at two
very different final products based on the same story starter. The
same is true when testing a child repeatedly. Even using the same
story starter and under comparable contextual conditions, a child
is unlikely to use the same words and phrases to write a story on
two different occasions. As Ritchey et al. (2016) point out, writing
opens up opportunities for students to actively avoid difficult
words or choose simpler words and sentence structures, which
influences the difficulty of different texts.

A certain variability is, therefore, to be expected, which is
inherent to the writing process itself and which is caused by
the open nature of the task. For this reason, it is particularly
important in writing to design the conditions for progress-
monitoring measurements so that as many external sources
of measurement error as possible can be reduced and that as
much of the remaining variance as possible can be attributed to
the subject itself. Potential sources of measurement error could
include, for example, the different story starters, the length of
the writing time, or the rater. In the following, we discuss the
state of knowledge regarding the importance of these factors
concerning CBM-W.

The Task or Writing Prompt
So far, the role of writing prompts has been surprisingly
little investigated in CBM-W. Existing studies on this topic
focus on what kinds of writing prompts are appropriate at
which grade level. For example, various word- and sentence-
level task formats have been suggested for beginning writers,
requiring text production in response to a picture or story starter
with descriptive or narrative content (Ritchey et al., 2016). In
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the higher grades, the question arises in particular whether
expository or narrative prompts better represent students’
academic writing abilities, as they are potentially more in line
with typical school writing tasks [for two recent meta-analyses
related to the validity of different writing genres, see Romig
et al. (2017, 2020)]. Within the different genres (e.g., expository
vs. narrative), it is assumed that different tasks are comparable
and that the writing prompts used are equivalent, without this
assumption having been sufficiently tested empirically to date
(Keller-Margulis et al., 2016a). In contrast, for other forms of
CBM (e.g., reading fluency; mathematics), great importance is
attached to the development of parallel test versions. As Christ
et al. (2016) describe, the variability of student performance
across forms in CBM research has led to the standardization not
only of the procedures for administration and scoring but also
of the materials used. This development does not seem to have
established itself specifically in writing. While collections of tasks
are available at CBM-W1, 2, it is also possible for practitioners
to invent story starters themselves, as long as they are age-
appropriate and do not evoke a one-word response (Hosp et al.,
2016). However, McMaster and Espin (2007) point out that
students’ background knowledge and interest in different writing
prompts may vary greatly, affecting the quality and quantity of
their writing. Existing studies of writing prompt comparability
use alternate-form reliability to examine how closely different
writing samples correlate with each other [see for grades 1–5
the studies of Gansle et al. (2002), Weissenburger and Espin
(2005), Gansle et al. (2006), Campbell et al. (2013), and Allen
et al. (2019)]. They usually set a Pearson’s correlation coefficient
of r ≥ 0.70 for sufficient reliability in CBM-W (Allen et al.,
2019, p. 10). The various scores usually reach this threshold.
However, Allen et al. (2019) found large differences between
the correlation coefficients. For example, for grade level 3, the
CIWS coefficients vary between 0.31 and 0.92, and for TWW,
between 0.50 and 0.91. McMaster and Espin (2007, p. 69)
point out that the standards for reliability coefficients should
possibly be set domain-dependently. For CBM of oral reading
fluency, reliability coefficients of r > 0.85 are usually reported.
Such high coefficients are not expected for CBM-W, which is
probably related to the test setting: A text as a continuation
of a story starter can take an infinite number of possible
forms, which is not the case for reading fluency. Moreover,
the procedure established in CBM-W for eliciting parallel test
reliability, namely calculating the correlations between several
CBM tests administered simultaneously, only verifies part of
the necessary conditions for parallel tests. These should also
have equal means and variances (Christ and Hintze, 2007). This
assumption has not yet been controlled for CBM-W.

The Writing Time
The main characteristic of progress monitoring and
CBM procedures is that they are highly time-efficient in
implementation and evaluation (Deno, 2003). This is the only
way to ensure that regular use is possible in everyday school life,

1www.aimsweb.com
2www.interventioncentral.org

especially if used in parallel in several performance areas (e.g.,
reading, spelling, writing, mathematics). Thus, the duration of
CBM-W should be as short as possible but as long as necessary
to ensure a sufficiently reliable capture of the feature to be
examined. Most studies on CBM-W refer to 3-min writing
samples preceded by a planning period of 1 min, and this
procedure is also the standard in practice (Hosp and Kaldenberg,
2020). However, the effects of increased writing time (e.g., 5, 7,
or 10 min) on the reliability of measures in CBM-W have been
studied on several occasions. Younger students showed only
slight differences in the reliability of shorter and longer writing
samples (Espin et al., 2000). For older students, increasing the
writing time to 5–7 min was necessary to achieve reliability >0.70
(Weissenburger and Espin, 2005; Campbell et al., 2013), which
was also true for the English language learners (ELL; Espin et al.,
2008). It is still unclear up to which grade level a writing time
of 3 min is sufficient and from when the writing time should be
increased. Of course, the choice of writing duration also depends
on the purpose. Espin et al. (2008) recommend a 7-min writing
sample for older students due to increased reliability if CBM-W
is used as a screening only one to three times per school year. For
use at shorter and more regular intervals (e.g., once per week),
they recommend a more economical 5-min writing sample.

The Rater
Since CBM-W evaluates texts using different scores, the question
arises as to what role the rater’s influence plays in the results.
Campbell et al. (2013) report very high interrater reliabilities:
they indicate average interscorer agreement from 80% (CIWS)
to 99% (TWW). The differences between scores that report text
volume (TWW) and scores that address writing accuracy can
plausibly be explained because, in TWW, only the words are
counted, whereas CWS or CIWS assess the correctness of writing
sequences. Different ratings of the same writing sequence are
sometimes related to the fact that different raters assume different
target structures announced by the child. The very high interrater
reliabilities also for CWS and CIWS [see, Weissenburger and
Espin (2005), Gansle et al. (2006), Campbell et al. (2013), and
Keller-Margulis et al. (2016b)] are probably due to intensive
training of raters, which cannot be assumed in the practical
application of CBM-W.

Generalizability Theory
Studies on the psychometric properties of CBM-W have so far
almost exclusively used the framework of Classical Test Theory
(CTT) by investigating parameters such as parallel test reliability,
interrater reliability, or criterion validity. Especially in the context
of progress monitoring, where an idiographic reference norm
is usually used, Generalizability Theory (G-theory) provides
an alternative. It has three advantages: First, it can investigate
different sources of measurement error simultaneously. It uses
repeated measures ANOVA to estimate the variance components
for each source of variation (referred to as facets in G-theory
terminology) in the observed values and the interactions among
these facets. Thus, G-theory provides a good overview of
the main contributors to measurement error, which, unlike
in CTT, are analyzed in the same model. This information
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can subsequently be used to effectively optimize assessment
procedures (Hintze et al., 2000).

The second advantage of G-theory concerns the reliability
coefficients reported. In CTT, the calculation of parallel test
reliability examines whether a child moves in the same rank
relative to the other children in the group on repeated
performance measures within the subject group, such as the class.
If, for example, the weakest child in the class always achieves the
lowest measurement result in the class over five measurement
points, then classical test theory evaluates this as an indication
of high parallel test reliability, although the child’s competence
values may vary greatly between these five measurement points
(see Keller-Margulis et al., 2016a). In G-theory, there is a
corresponding coefficient of generalizability (G-coefficient) to
this classical reliability coefficient, which is thus informative for
relative decisions related to the ranking of subjects (Cardinet,
1998).

In addition, the dependability-coefficient (D-Coefficient)
is another parameter that focuses on the performance
level, independent of the ranking. It can be used to make
absolute, criterion-referenced decisions. D-coefficients are
more conservative than G-coefficients for this reason. They are
particularly suitable for use in progress monitoring, as Fan and
Hansmann (2015) argue: “. . . research has acknowledged that
having high-rank order reliability at a group design level (like
the generalizability coefficient in G theory) cannot guarantee
the comparability of CBM-R scores used at the individual
student level” (S. 207). The minimum thresholds of G- and D-
coefficients depend on the application situation. For low-stakes
decisions, a reliability of 0.80 is considered sufficient and feasible
in practice. However, for high-stakes decisions it is usually argued
referring to Nunnally (1967) that coefficients below 0.90 are
unacceptable (Graham et al., 2016; Keller-Margulis et al., 2016a;
Kim et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2019). The third advantage of
G-theory is that G-coefficients and D-coefficients can not only be
generated for the actual conditions of investigation but it can be
estimated with the help of so-called decision studies (D-studies)
how these coefficients vary under other conditions. This allows
identifying the minimum requirements to obtain sufficiently
high measurement reliability. For example, how many writing
samples of what duration are necessary to achieve reliability
above 0.80 for relative or absolute decisions can be checked.

Use of Generalizability Theory in Written
Expression Curriculum-Based
Measurement
The advantages of G-theory over CTT lead to popularity in
writing assessments. A recent review of the content of the
journal “Assessing Writing” from 2000 to 2018 (Zheng and Yu,
2019) indicates that G-theory was the most frequently used
method during this period. However, existing studies mainly
examined college students or adult L2 learners. Which factors
influence the reliability of writing scores in children has not
yet been much addressed (Kim et al., 2017). Specifically, for
CBM-W, generalizability theory has been used only twice: In the
study of Keller-Margulis et al. (2016a), 2nd–5th grade students

wrote three 7-min writing samples at three time points each
year. After each minute, subjects changed the color of their
pen while writing so that the impact of writing time on the
reliability of the measures could be assessed (from 1 to 7 min).
Other facets included students (between student differences),
story starter, benchmark (time within a year), and interactions
among these factors. Nearly half of the variance in CBM-W
proved to be the non-systematic error. Reliability above 0.80 –
as the threshold for low-stakes decisions – was achieved with the
relative reliability coefficient at most grade levels by three 3-min
writing samples, the D-coefficient for absolute decisions reached
the threshold of 0.80 with two 5-min or three 4-min tests. For
contexts with high stakes decisions, depending on grade level and
scoring method, three 5- to 7-min writing samples were needed
for sufficient relative reliability above 0.90, and three 7-min
writing samples were necessary for sufficient absolute reliability.
Thus, the typical CBM-W implementation convention of using
a single writing sample of 3 min as a screening instrument
proves inadequate. The use of multiple longer writing samples,
on the other hand, severely limits the feasibility of CBM-W in
its function as a screening, making widespread implementation
unrealistic for many schools. Therefore, the authors are skeptical
about whether CBM-W is the best way to identify at-risk
students in writing.

In the second study, which used G-theory, Kim et al. (2017)
examined the influence of rater (N = 2) and task (N = 3)
on the reliability of writing tasks in expository and narrative
genres for 3rd and 4th-grade students. The writing time here
was 15 min per text, so the task does not correspond to
conventional implementation conditions for CBM-W, but the
texts were analyzed using the scoring methods for CBM-W,
among others. For the evaluation via TWW and CWS, it
was found that most of the variance was explained by the
person (57–69%) and another large proportion by the interaction
between person and task (31–41%). Variability was minimal
when explained by rater, person × rater, or the non-systematic
error. Subsequent D-studies indicated that for both absolute
and relative decisions, two to four tasks and a single rater
were necessary to reach the criterion of 0.80 and five to
six tasks and one rater were necessary for the criterion of
0.90 reliability.

The Present Study
The present study explores the major sources of variability of
CBM-W in German in grades 3 and 6. CBM-W has only been
investigated in two studies with divergent results using G-theory.
Language structural differences also prevent the unreflected
transfer of evaluation measures from one language to another:
While the English orthography has a deep phoneme-grapheme
correspondence, German has a more complex morphemic
structure than English, which affects word length. German also
has more complex rules for capitalization and punctuation
(commas). Due to these linguistic differences, it is important to
go beyond existing English-language studies to determine the
optimal conditions for CBM-W in German.

The two central questions for the practical application of
CBM-W, which we will address in the planned paper, are:
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(1) Which factors contribute to intraindividual variability in
CBM-W, and to what extent?

(2) Under which minimum measurement conditions does
CBM-W achieve sufficient reliability for relative and
absolute decisions?

The following hypotheses precede the data analyses:

(1) In grade 3, prompts play a larger role, meaning that the
facet story starter explains more variance than in grade 6.
These differences are likely related to the fact that grade 3
children have less extensive vocabularies for certain topics
and less world knowledge than grade 6 children. This,
in turn, results in the younger children producing less
text volume as they spend more time finding words and
generating ideas. Thus, vocabulary size and vocabulary
quality are likely to have less impact on the test score
achieved as children get older.

(2) Increasing writing time from 3 to 5 min positively affects
measurement reliability at both grade levels, as reflected in
higher G- and D-coefficients. In grade 6, this effect is even
more positive since existing studies indicate that in lower
grades, shorter writing samples are sufficient for reliable
values, whereas, in higher grades, a longer writing time is
appropriate to achieve adequate values.

(3) Based on the observation that many children’s achieved
scores vary between measurement time points, it can be
assumed that the D-coefficients differ significantly from
the G-coefficients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Written expression curriculum-based measurement was
conducted with a sample of third (N = 128) and sixth (N = 118)
grade German-speaking students. Nine third grade classes and
seven sixth grades classes from nine different schools participated
in the study. The participating schools were spread over the
German-speaking part of the canton of Fribourg (CH). Schools
from both rural and urban areas participated in the study. The
sample consisted of 71 girls (55.5%) and 57 boys (44.5%) in grade
level 3 and 57 girls (48.3%) and 61 boys (51.7%) in grade level
6. A total of 119 students (48.4%) reported being multilingual,
with 163 participants (66.2%) describing German as their first
language. On average, the students were 8.8 years (SD 4.4) old in
grade 3 and 11.8 years (SD 5.0) in grade 6. The active consent of
the Education Directorate of the Canton of Fribourg, the school
administrators, the class teacher, the parents and the child was a
prerequisite for participation in the study.

Instrument
The instrument consists of five writing samples. The following
story starters were used: “Last week I was allowed to take my pet
to school when...”, “I never believed in magic until Luke at school
today...”, “While walking on the beach, I discovered a stranded
message in a bottle.”, “Finally it worked, I invented the machine
that...”, “My feet are lifting off the ground. I’m flying!”. These

five writing prompts were used in the same order for the third
and sixth grades.

Procedure
The data collection was part of a larger study of writing fluency
and its subcomponents.

Administration
The CBM-W samples were collected using a standardized
implementation guide by teachers in the participating classes
according to the usual standard for conducting CBM-W (Hosp
et al., 2016). Students were given a sheet with the pre-printed
story starter and lines to write on. They were told they had 1 min
to think and then 5 min to write a story. After writing for 3 min,
students were asked to mark with a cross the point to which they
had written up to that point. The test administrator checked for
accurate adherence to the time constraints. The students wrote
the five writing samples within one school week.

The evaluations of the tests were done by trained students
of special education. The training of the raters included an
introduction to the scoring methods and the joint evaluation of
several sample texts. There was the possibility to ask questions via
an online forum during the data evaluation, which was actively
used. No systematic checks were made to see if raters agreed with
each other. In many other studies on writing assessment, training
continues until high interrater reliability is ensured. Error
variance attributable to the facet rater can thus be significantly
reduced. The procedure chosen here realistically corresponds to
the conditions under which CBM-W is implemented in school
practice. The influence of the rater is presumably higher in
school than in controlled studies, where many hours of rater
training time are invested (Allen et al., 2019). Kim et al. (2017)
also discuss that in a study examining factors influencing the
reliability of a measurement method, it is preferable not to ensure
a predetermined level of agreement between raters because the
goal is to survey the influence of the facet rater under training
conditions that are realistic in practice.

Scoring
This article focuses on four scoring methods: TWW, CWS,
CIWS, and %CWS. These scoring methods include production-
dependent measures (TWW, CWS), production-independent
accuracy measures (%CWS) and accurate-production indices
(CIWS) (Malecki and Jewell, 2003; Jewell and Malecki, 2005):

• Total Words Written (TWW): The number of written
words separated by another by a space is counted.
The words do not have to be spelled correctly
(Espin et al., 2000).

• CWS: Fuchs and Fuchs (2007, 12) define CWS as follows:
“A correct word sequence is one that contains any
two adjacent, correctly spelled words that are acceptable
within the context of the same to a native (English)
speaker. The term ‘acceptable’ means that a native speaker
would judge the word sequences as syntactically and
semantically correct.” Thus, the orthographic, semantic,
and grammatical fit of what is written is assessed when
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evaluating writing sequences. Correct writing sequences are
marked with a carat between the two words. The evaluation
of correct punctuation in English includes only the correct
capital letter at the beginning of the sentence and the
correct end mark at the end of the sentence. In German,
we also evaluate the presence of necessary commas but not
literal speech marks. In addition, it should be noted that in
German, all nouns are capitalized, so capitalization is more
complex than in English.

• Correct Minus Incorrect Writing Sequences (CIWS):
Analogous to the correct writing sequences, incorrect
writing sequences can also be evaluated. Between two words
or a word and a punctuation mark, an incorrect sequence
is then marked using an inverted carat if at least one of
the two is incorrect in terms of orthography, semantics,
or syntax. Missing elements (words or punctuation marks)
in the present study were marked by two consecutive
incorrect sequences. Subtracting the incorrect sequences
from the correct ones yields an accurate production
index, which incorporates writing fluency and accuracy
(Jewell and Malecki, 2005).

• Percentage of Correct Writing Sequences (%CWS): This
method – calculated as the percentage of correct sequences
from the sum of correct and incorrect sequences – is
independent of the amount of text written and is therefore
considered a measure of accuracy (McMaster and Espin,
2007).

It should be noted that not every scoring method has proven
to be equally reliable and valid at every grade level. While TWW
is more suitable for younger students at the beginning of writing
acquisition, CWS and CIWS are recommended for use around
the third-grade level, but certainly for older students (McMaster
and Espin, 2007; Saddler and Asaro-Saddler, 2013; McMaster
et al., 2017; Romig et al., 2017; Payan et al., 2019).

Data Analysis
The statistical tests include analyses within the framework of
G-theory (G-studies, D-studies). All calculations were performed
separately for the third and the sixth grade for TWW, CWS,
CIWS, and %CWS. The analyses were performed with the
software G-String VI (Bloch and Norman, 2021)3, which is
a graphical user interface for the operation of urGENOVA
(Brennan, 2001). In the generalizability studies (G-studies),
variance components were estimated for main and interaction
effects of the facets student (facet of differentiation; between
student differences), rater (differences across raters), and story
starter (differences in performance across writing prompts). The
resulting two-facet design is not fully crossed because the facet
student is nested in raters.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the texts were assigned to
the raters by class. This methodological aspect will be addressed
in more detail in the discussion, but it is already mentioned here
to better understand the data. The facet rater thus also includes
the differences between different classes, which is why this facet
is labeled rater/class in the results tables.

3https://github.com/G-String-Legacy/G_String/releases/tag/1.0.1/gstring_25.jar

The G-studies are calculated separately for the scoring
methods TWW, CWS, and CIWS for 3 and 5 min of writing.
Studies that also integrate duration of assessment as a facet
must always collect student performance per minute (e.g., words
read correctly per minute, math problems solved correctly per
minute), since otherwise, the variance explained is simply a sign
of more items solved in more time [see, e.g., Christ et al. (2005)
and Keller-Margulis et al. (2016a)]. However, in the current study,
student performance was not recorded after every minute but
only after 3 vs. 5 min. The only scoring method for which time
(differences in writing performance due to writing time) can be
integrated as a facet in the G-study is the production-independent
scoring procedure %CWS. This results in a three-facet design
with the corresponding interactions.

In G-theory, negative variance components may occur. If
these are small, they are usually set to zero (Stumpp and
Großmann, 2009; Bloch and Norman, 2012; Briesch et al., 2014).
In the present study, negative variance components are replaced
by zero following this suggestion but are marked in the tables
(∗). To address research question 2, decision studies (D-studies)
were subsequently conducted in G-string. These indicate how
generalizability and dependability coefficients change when the
measurement conditions vary (Briesch et al., 2014). Reported are
both types of coefficients for one to five writing samples with 3-
or 5-min writing time.

RESULTS

The descriptive results for all scoring methods and both grade
levels are shown in Table 1. There is an increase in mean
performance between the 3rd and 6th-grade levels for all scoring
methods and through the increase in writing time.

Results of the G-Studies
The G-studies addressed the question of which factors contribute
to the variability of the evaluated scoring methods and to what
extent. Table 2 documents the variance components for TWW,
CWS, and CIWS in grades 3 and 6 for 5-min writing samples.
The corresponding results for 3-min writing samples are similar
to those presented here. They can be found in Supplementary
Table 1. Obviously, the facet student explains the most variance
for all scoring methods in the third and sixth grades. For 5-
min writing samples, between 45% (CWS grade 3) and 64%
(CIWS grade 6) turn out to be between-student differences.
The rater/class facet also explains a significant portion of the
variance, between 7 and 24%. The influence of story starter and
the interaction story starter × rater is extremely small in both
grade levels and across all scoring methods, with a maximum of
3% variance explanation. Residual variance (i.e., non-systematic
error) amounts to between 20 and 43%, whereby CIWS in grade
3 stands out due to a high proportion of error variance.

In the G-study for %CWS, time was included as a facet. Table 3
shows that also, in this case, the facet of differentiation (student)
explains a considerable proportion of the variance: about 35% for
3rd grade and 60% for 6th grade. Duration of Assessment (time)
does not explain any variance at either grade level (0.02% each),
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics (M and SD).

Grade 3 Grade 6

3 min 5 min 3 min 5 min

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Probe 1 TWW 15.79 7.59 27.87 11.90 31.17 10.49 52.71 16.60

CWS 7.02 4.81 12.60 7.61 24.29 10.68 40.44 17.61

CIWS −4.32 7.29 −7.15 11.15 12.09 14.66 19.34 23.84

% CWS 39.29 18.53 39.00 15.86 65.70 17.91 64.82 16.99

Probe 2 TWW 18.96 8.02 31.52 13.22 32.29 11.74 53.15 18.86

CWS 8.98 5.85 14.35 8.40 25.48 12.80 41.97 20.87

CIWS −4.31 8.98 −8.31 13.68 12.83 16.27 21.39 25.69

% CWS 40.65 19.73 40.10 18.02 65.35 18.26 64.98 16.90

Probe 3 TWW 19.77 8.80 33.73 13.41 34.43 11.50 56.97 18.33

CWS 9.56 5.99 15.54 9.12 27.30 12.47 44.85 20.67

CIWS −3.91 9.33 −8.35 14.95 14.37 17.11 23.00 28.00

% CWS 42.61 19.98 40.34 17.26 67.14 18.36 65.96 17.65

Probe 4 TWW 19.30 9.02 33.60 14.16 34.28 13.90 57.96 20.78

CWS 8.54 6.06 15.02 9.75 26.42 13.59 44.64 21.03

CIWS −5.70 9.30 −9.45 14.98 12.95 17.78 21.63 27.25

% CWS 36.71 19.63 37.88 18.31 65.45 20.69 64.80 18.80

Probe 5 TWW 20.22 9.51 35.05 15.12 35.26 13.27 59.80 20.34

CWS 10.10 6.99 16.59 10.85 27.48 13.68 46.89 22.19

CIWS −3.79 9.05 −8.54 14.60 13.46 17.72 22.86 29.60

% CWS 41.50 19.57 39.60 17.17 64.80 19.24 64.51 18.93

TABLE 2 | Results of the G-studies for 5-min writing samples for TWW, CWS, and CIWS.

Grade 3 Grade 6

Facet s2 % s2 s2 % s2

Results for TWW

Rater/Class 48.33 24.78 46.36 12.46

Student (nested in Rater/Class) 96.35 49.41 213.38 57.36

Story starter 6.72 3.44 9.02 2.42

Rater/Class × Story starter 3.38 1.73 6.70 1.80

Residual 40.31 20.67 97.05 26.08

Total 195.09 100.03 372.51 100.12

Results for CWS

Rater/Class 19.37 22.26 79.01 18.40

Student (nested in Rater/Class) 39.99 45.96 253.22 58.97

Story starter 2.08 2.39 5.84 1.36

Rater/Class × Story starter 0.49 0.56 1.57 0.37

Residual 26.04 29.93 89.74 20.90

Total 87.97 101.10 429.38 100.00

Results for CIWS

Rater/Class 13.61 7.08 93.97 12.87

Student (nested in Rater/Class) 92.94 48.32 472.02 64.63

Story starter −0.39 0.00 1 0.14

Rater/Class × Story starter 2.16 1.12 −1.48 0*

Residual 83.64 43.48 163.36 22.37

Total 192.35 100.00 730.35 100.00

*Negative variance components were set to zero. The sum may differ from 100 due to rounding.
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nor does Story Starter. Particularly informative for %CWS is the
Student × Story starter interaction, which contributes most to
variance explanation for 3rd grade (44%) and still accounts for
25% for 6th grade.

Results of the D-Studies
When addressing the question “with how many writing
samples of which duration and with which scoring procedures
does CBM-W achieve sufficient reliability for relative and
absolute decisions?” we arrived at different answers for the
two investigated grade levels: The results indicate that for the
6th-grade level, more complex scoring measures are indicated
for relative decisions, but for the 3rd-grade level already the
production measure TWW, measured by two writing samples
of 5 min, is sufficient to exceed the threshold for low-stakes
decisions of 0.80 (Table 4). Also, for CWS, three 5-min writing
samples for the 3rd grade reach the value of 0.82, while CIWS
and %CWS turn out to be inappropriate for this grade level. The
situation is different at the 6th-grade level: for %CWS two 5-min
writing samples reach 0.81, for CIWS and CWS already, two 3-
min writing samples also reach 0.81, and for TWW, two 5-min
writing samples are indicated. If one sets a stricter threshold of
0.90 for high-stakes decisions, it can be reached for students in
grade level 3 only from four 5-min writing samples for TWW.
In grade 6, the most time-efficient approach for achieving a
relative reliability coefficient >0.90 would be to collect four 3-min
samples using CWS or CIWS. Thus, while for relative decisions,
procedures can be identified that are sufficiently reliable for
making pedagogical decisions, this is not true for absolute
decisions: only in one case is a benchmark of 0.80 reached for
low-stakes decisions, and that is at the 6th-grade level for four 3-
or 5-min writing samples.

DISCUSSION

Procedures for universal screenings and progress monitoring
pursue the goal of reliably and validly recording and
documenting the individual learning developments of students
over time economically. For this purpose, they require parallel
tests that show high stability and consistent within-student
performance over time. Observations from a previous study on
CBM-W (Winkes and Schaller, 2022) revealed, in contrast to this
requirement, significant intraindividual variability in the writing
performance of German-speaking primary school children over
a short-term data collection period. In the present study, we
chose generalizability theory as the methodological framework
both to address the question of the big sources of variability
for CBM-W and to investigate the effects of this variability
on the reliability of CBM-W in terms of relative (rank order)
and absolute (criterion-referenced) decisions under different
measurement conditions.

So, what are the major sources of variability in CBM-W?
On the positive side, a substantial portion of variance can be
attributed to students (between student differences), ranging
from 36 to 65%, depending on grade level and scoring measures.
In grade three, student variance explanation is lower than in

grade six, where children explain about 60% of the variance for
all scoring methods. For the G-studies without the time facet, the
second-largest source of variance is unsystematic error variance
(20–43%), followed by rater/class (7–25%). For the production-
independent scoring method %CWS, assessment duration could
be integrated as an additional facet in the G-study. Here, student-
story starter-interaction emerges as the main source of variability
in grade 3 (44%), ahead of between-student differences (35%). For
sixth-graders, the variance explained by student × story starter
was much lower, but still 25%. It is also revealing which factors
do not turn out to be a big source of variability, which is the case
for story starters, for example. Thus, the very small differences
between grade 3 and grade 6 are not significant, and hypothesis 1
(story starter has a more important role in grade 3 than in grade
6) could not be confirmed.

Hypothesis 2 assumed that increasing the writing time would
positively affect the G- and D- coefficients. This hypothesis
is supported, but the differences in the reliability coefficients
between 3 and 5 min writing times are small in many cases. As
predicted in hypothesis 3, the D-coefficients, on the other hand,
deviates significantly from the G-coefficients. While between two
and four writing samples are sufficient for relative decisions to
exceed the threshold of 0.80, it is not reached by the D-coefficients
for absolute decisions with one single exception (%CWS in 6th
grade with four texts).

Which Sources of Variability Can Be
Optimized for Written Expression
Curriculum-Based Measurement?
Compared to other performance domains, assessments in the
area of writing generally suggest an increased intraindividual
variability. This is probably due in part to the complex cognitive
demands of the writing process and in part to the open-ended
tasks used in writing assessments (Kent and Wanzek, 2016;
Ritchey et al., 2016). In the present study, approximately 60% of
the variance was explained by students for all scoring methods for
sixth-grade children and somewhat less for third graders. Other
studies that examined children’s writing performance using
generalizability theory, using conventional evaluation methods
(e.g., holistic or analytic teacher ratings), consistently found lower
variance explained by the facet “person” [e.g., 10% in the study
of Bouwer et al. (2015); 38–46% in the study of Graham et al.
(2016) and 23–48% in the study of Schoonen (2012)]. Thus, in
this respect, CBM-W is not inferior to other forms of writing
assessments, also indicated by Kim et al. (2017).

The role of the writing prompt has been investigated for
CBM-W primarily in the context of studies of parallel test
reliability. However, these studies are less informative when an
idiographic frame of comparison is applied, as is the case for
progress monitoring (Christ and Hintze, 2007; Christ et al., 2016).
That is why G-theory can make a relevant contribution here
as an alternative to CTT. The analyses of variance within the
G-studies presented indicate that story starters as a facet hardly
explain variance. This finding is congruent with existing studies
of writing that used G-theory (Schoonen, 2012; Keller-Margulis
et al., 2016a; Wilson et al., 2019). This result may be considered
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TABLE 3 | Results of the G-study for %CWS with time as a facet.

Grade 3 Grade 6

Facet s2 % s2 s2 % s2

Rater/Class 26.46 7.62 23.17 6.77

Student (nested in Rater/Class) 124.34 35.83 207.90 60.78

Story starter 0.81 0.23 −0.57 0*

Time 0.08 0.02 0.22 0.02

Rater/Class × Story starter 0.90 0.25 2.10 0.61

Rater/Class × Time 0.21 0.06 −0.08 0*

Student × Story starter 153.02 44.09 86.36 25.25

Student × Time −1.36 0* 0.49 0.14

Story starter × Time 0.61 0.17 −0.16 0*

Rater/Class × Story starter × Time 0.08 0.02 0.032 0.09

Residual 40.50 11.67 22.14 6.47

Total 347.01 99.96 342.70 100.13

*Negative variance components were set to zero. The sum may differ from 100 due to rounding.

positive in terms of the practical utility of CBM-W in that as many
different story starters as desired can be used by teachers. The
story starters do not differ systematically in terms of difficulty.

However, of great practical importance for using CBM-W is
the interaction between student and story starter which proved
to be a large source of variability when estimating the variance
components for the scoring method %CWS. It explained 44%
of the variance for the younger children (grade 3) and still 25%
for the older children (grade 6). This result is in line with other
studies on writing assessment, in which this effect also explained
a very significant part of the variance (Schoonen, 2012; Bouwer
et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2016). The question arises whether
this effect in the mentioned studies is due to the combination
of tasks of different genres or whether it also exists within one
genre. Bouwer et al. (2015) used 12 texts (3 texts in each of
four different genres), which were written at three different data
collection points. They were able to show that generalizability of
children’s writing performance between different genres is not
warranted (see also Graham et al., 2016). Writing assessments
must therefore either include multiple texts of different genres or
the interpretation of their results must be narrowed specifically
to the genre used. However, the person × task interaction effect
persists even within the same genre, as demonstrated by both
Bouwer et al. (2015) and Kim et al. (2017). Specific to CBM-
W, results to date have been inconsistent. While Kim et al.
(2017) documented a large student × task interaction (both
within the narrative genre and within expository genre), one
did not occur in Keller-Margulis et al. (2016a). Our results
support the assumption that it is not the individual story starters
per se that contribute to variability but rather that children
respond differently to tasks. As a possible explanation, it has been
suggested that children’s background knowledge and experiences
differ concerning different writing tasks (Schoonen, 2005; Kim
et al., 2017). Since CBM story starters are usually designed to
accommodate the child’s background experience (Hosp et al.,
2016), this reasoning is not completely convincing. The story
starters are very open in their formulations and allow the
students to make associations in different directions, which is

why the world and background knowledge in a specific area
should hardly carry any weight, especially since the content
of the story is not the subject of the evaluation, but purely
formal linguistic aspects are assessed. Therefore, supplementary
explanations for the marked interaction effect between a person
and a story starter should be considered. We suspect that,
especially for younger children, the specific conditions of the
writing assessments might have a significant influence, such as the
time of day (morning, afternoon), whether the texts were written
before or after recess, and which subjects were taught before,
and so on. Furthermore, in the writing domain, motivational
processes are considered to be of great importance. It is expected
that children’s personal and situational interests may vary with
different writing stimuli and on different occasions (Troia et al.,
2012). The influence of external conditions (e.g., time of day)
could be included as an additional facet in future studies to verify
this hypothesis.

For methodological reasons, the duration of the writing
sample could only be integrated into the G-studies for %CWS.
It did not explain any variance here, which is also consistent with
the results of Keller-Margulis et al. (2016a), who investigated the
influence of this facet on the generalizability of CBM-W more
systematically. Thus, in the grade levels studied here, there is no
evidence that intraindividual variability in the context of CBM-
W is caused by the shortness of the writing sample and could
be substantially reduced by longer writing samples. As described
above, however, the duration of assessment could play a role in
older students’ writing (Weissenburger and Espin, 2005; Espin
et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2013).

Discussing the role of the rater is difficult for the current study
because the raters were assigned by class and thus confounded
with class (see below). Both together turn out to be variance
components with a significant influence, explaining up to 25%
of the variance. Whether differences between raters or between
the performance of different classes in different schools manifest
themselves here cannot be decided based on the present results
and should thus be addressed in further research. However, we
cannot exclude – also due to the somewhat more complex scoring
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TABLE 4 | Results of the D-studies for TWW, CWS, CIWS, and %CWS.

Reliability coefficients for TWW

Relative decisions (G-coefficient) Absolute decisions (D-coefficient)

Grade n probes 3 min 5 min 3 min 5 min

3 1 0.62 0.71 0.46 0.49
2 0.76 0.82 0.55 0.57
3 0.83 0.88 0.59 0.60
4 0.86 0.91 0.62 0.61
5 0.89 0.92 0.63 0.62

6 1 0.63 0.69 0.50 0.57
2 0.77 0.81 0.61 0.67
3 0.84 0.87 0.66 0.72
4 0.87 0.90 0.68 0.74
5 0.89 0.92 0.70 0.76

Reliability coefficients for CWS

Relative decisions (G-coefficient) Absolute decisions (D-coefficient)

Grade n probes 3 min 5 min 3 min 5 min

3 1 0.52 0.61 0.40 0.45
2 0.68 0.75 0.51 0.54
3 0.77 0.82 0.56 0.58
4 0.81 0.86 0.58 0.60
5 0.84 0.88 0.60 0.61

6 1 0.68 0.74 0.53 0.59
2 0.81 0.85 0.62 0.66
3 0.87 0.89 0.65 0.69
4 0.90 0.92 0.67 0.71
5 0.92 0.93 0.68 0.72

Reliability coefficients for CIWS

Relative decisions (G-coefficient) Absolute decisions (D-coefficient)

Grade n probes 3 min 5 min 3 min 5 min

3 1 0.42 0.53 0.40 0.48
2 0.59 0.69 0.55 0.62
3 0.68 0.77 0.64 0.69
4 0.74 0.82 0.69 0.73
5 0.78 0.85 0.73 0.75

6 1 0.68 0.74 0.60 0.65
2 0.81 0.85 0.70 0.73
3 0.87 0.90 0.74 0.76
4 0.90 0.92 0.76 0.78
5 0.92 0.94 0.77 0.79

Reliability coefficients for %CWS

Relative decisions (G-coefficient) Absolute decisions (D-coefficient)

Grade n probes 3 min 5 min 3 min 5 min

3 1 0.39 0.42 0.36 0.38
2 0.56 0.59 0.50 0.52
3 0.66 0.68 0.57 0.59
4 0.72 0.74 0.62 0.64
5 0.76 0.78 0.65 0.67

6 1 0.66 0.68 0.61 0.63
2 0.79 0.81 0.72 0.74
3 0.85 0.86 0.77 0.79
4 0.88 0.89 0.80 0.81
5 0.90 0.91 0.82 0.83
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rules for CBM-W in German – that the person evaluating has a
relevant impact on the accuracy of the measurements.

Implications for the Use of Written
Expression Curriculum-Based
Measurement as a Screening and
Progress Monitoring Tool
Conclusions for the use of CBM-W in practice can be drawn
primarily from the D-studies. It should be noted that these only
shed light on the aspect of reliability and must be supplemented
for an overall conclusion by findings on the validity of the various
scoring methods in different grades (McMaster and Espin, 2007;
Romig et al., 2017). If we look only at the reliability results, we
should distinguish between the use of CBM-W in the context
of universal screenings and progress monitoring. These are two
quite different tasks, but ideally, CBM-W should be suitable for
both purposes (Payan et al., 2019).

Screenings whose goal is to identify the weakest writers in a
group (Dunn, 2020) are typical contexts for relative decisions
based on subjects’ rankings. For this reason, G-coefficients are
informative here if the group (e.g., class or students at the same
level) rather than an external benchmark is used as a reference.
It has already been shown in previous studies that the standard
procedure, namely the collection of a single writing sample of
3 min, is not suitable to achieve sufficient reliability >0.80 (or
even >0.90) (Keller-Margulis et al., 2021). Rather, depending
on the grade level and scoring method, the evaluation of two
to four 3-min writing samples is necessary for this purpose.
Increasing the writing time leads in some constellations to the
fact that fewer writing samples must be collected, but the total
effort does not necessarily decrease. For example, in grade 3,
relative reliability >0.80 is achieved with CWS by four 3-min
samples (=12 min of writing time) or by three 5-min samples
(=15 min of writing time). Accordingly, the feasibility and time-
consuming nature of CBM-W as a universal screening tool is the
main reason CBM-W is rarely implemented in practice (Payan
et al., 2019). On the other hand, it must be stated that there
are currently no alternatives for economical, reliable, and valid
procedures to detect at-risk children in the area of writing in
the context of universal screenings (Saddler and Asaro-Saddler,
2013). This underlines the need to understand more precisely
the factors influencing the measurement accuracy of CBM-W
and thus be able to optimize the procedure. Also, it should be
reconsidered whether feasibility could be improved by reducing
the frequency of screenings. It is recommended to conduct a
writing screening three times a year with all students (Hosp et al.,
2016; Traga Philippakos and FitzPatrick, 2018). However, Keller-
Margulis et al. (2016a) found little within-year variance in student
growth across different measurement points in the year in their
study and therefore suggest limiting oneself to a single screening
per year in the fall.

G-Theory provides an additional reliability coefficient in
the form of the dependability coefficient. The D-coefficient
focuses on the level of performance, regardless of rank. It is
thus preferable for progress monitoring, in which students are
compared with their performance over time (Fan and Hansmann,

2015). Concerning this intended use of CBM-W, we can conclude
that the present analyses indicate that CBM-W is not sufficiently
reliable – at least in German and in the grade levels studied – to
be recommended for progress monitoring. For a single writing
sample of 5 min duration, the highest D-coefficient in level 3 is
0.49 (TWW), and in grade 6 is 0.65 (CIWS) and fails to achieve a
reliability >0.80. Even by using multiple writing samples – which
would be impractical for weekly assessments anyway – only one
case (%CWS in grade 6 with four measurements of 3 or 5 min
each) succeeds in achieving sufficient reliability. This result is, in
fact, disappointing, but it reflects well our initial observation.

Limitations and Future Research
Finally, some methodological aspects should be discussed, which
can be optimized in future studies by simple modifications.
Reference has already been made to assigning children’s texts to
the raters, which leads to difficulties in interpreting the results.
Texts were distributed to raters class by class. As a result, the
facet “rater” is mixed with the factor class, and it is impossible
to separate both factors’ influence. Puranik et al. (2014) found
significant differences between classes in writing instruction and
the amount of time students spent on school writing activities
in a study of kindergarten classes. This was reflected in a high
variation in spelling and writing skills at the class level. This
study also raises the possibility of a substantial influence of the
“class” level on student performance. In future studies, children’s
texts should not be presented to raters on a class-by-class basis
but should be randomized. Moreover, Bloch and Norman (2012)
point out that it is also problematic when the same rater is
involved in multiple subject ratings because rater variance is
confounded with subject variance. Thus, if G-theory is used in
the context of CBM, where there are usually always multiple
samples of student performance, then randomization between
tests and raters should continue consistently so that different
raters evaluate different samples of a child.

A second possibility for optimization concerns the facet time.
Only by including this facet in the %CWS method could the
interesting interaction between student and story starter be
uncovered. To consider the writing time as a facet for the other
scoring methods, a marking in the text (or the change of pens)
would be necessary (Christ et al., 2005; Keller-Margulis et al.,
2016a) after every minute of writing time. Consideration of time
is also reasonable in future G-studies of CBM-W because we
still know too little about at what grade level and how great an
increase in writing time is beneficial and therefore indicated.
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